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1. Introduction. The notation in this paper will be standard and it may be found in
[3], for example. In particular, the notation A c' B stands for the statement "A is an
essential submodule of B". As is customary, we say that a ring R is a Goldie ring when R
is both left and right Goldie. Similarly, a ring is noetherian if and only if it is both right
and left noetherian, etc.

Semiprime Goldie rings constitute a much studied and well-known family of rings. In
this paper we provide characterizations of semiprime Goldie rings in terms of their right
ideals and in terms of their nonsingular right modules (Theorem 3.9). In particular, a ring
R is semiprime Goldie if and only if every right ideal of R is weakly-injective, if and only
if R is right nonsingular and every nonsingular right /?-module is weakly-injective. The
above statements, with weakly-injective replaced by injective, are characterizations of
semisimple artinian rings. So, Theorem 3.9 points out one analogy between semiprime
Goldie rings and semisimple artinian rings.

In Section 4 we apply our results to the study of weakly-semisimple rings. Among
other new characterizations of right weakly-semisimple rings, we obtain that a ring R is
right weakly-semisimple if and only if every essential submodule of every cyclic right
/?-module is weakly-injective (Theorem 4.1), if and only if every finitely generated right
/?-module is compressible (Theorem 4.2), if and only if R is semiprime Goldie and every
singular right /?-module is weakly-injective (Theorem 4.5). In studying the problem of
symmetry (is every right weakly-semisimple ring also left weakly-semisimple?), we obtain
that a right weakly-semisimple ring is left weakly-semisimple if and only if every finitely
generated singular left module is compressible (Theorem 4.6). Also, we prove that a right
weakly-semisimple and left hereditary ring is left weakly-semisimple (Theorem 4.7).

Right weakly-semisimple rings are right Ql-rings. That is, if R is a weakly-semisimple
ring then every quasi-injective right /^-module is injective (see [4], [5], [6], [9], [10], [14],
etc. for background on right Ql-rings). If R is hereditary and noetherian then R is a right
weakly-semisimple ring if and only if it is a right Ql-ring ([12]). The symmetry problem
for Ql-rings is open to this day even for rings all of whose proper cyclic right modules are
injective (right PCI rings).

2. Preliminaries. Given an arbitrary ring R and /^-modules M and N, we say that
M is weakly /V-injective if and only if every map q>:N—> E{M) from N into the injective
hull E(M) of M may be written as a composition o°(p, where <p:N^>M and
o:M—>E(M) is a monomorphism. This is equivalent to saying that for every map
cp:N^> E{M) there exists a submodule X of E(M), isomorphic to M, such that <p(/V) is
contained in X. In particular, M is weakly /?-injective if and only if for every x e E(M)
there exists X a E{M) such that x e X = M. We say that M is weakly-injective if and only
if it is weakly /V-injective for every finitely generated module N. Clearly, M is
weakly-injective if and only if for every finitely generated submodule N of E(M) there
exists X c E(M) such that NcX = M.
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Any weakly AZ-injective module M satisfies the closely related property that for every
submodule K of N, if NIK embeds in E(M) then NIK embeds in M. Following [11], we
refer to any such module as being jV-tight. If M is N-tight for every finitely generated
module N, we say that M is tight. Following [12], a ring ft satisfying that every right
ft-module is weakly-injective will be referred to as a right weakly-semisimple ring. It is
not hard to see, following the arguments in [11] and [12], that a ring ft is weakly-
semisimple if and only if every right ft-module is tight.

Weakly-injective (tight) modules are closed under finite direct sums and under
essential extensions. However, they remarkably fail to be closed under direct summands
[11]. In fact, summands of weakly-injective (tight) modules are weakly-injective (tight) if
and only if ft is a right weakly-semisimple ring [16]. For any right ft-module N over a
right noetherian ring ft, arbitrary direct sums of weakly N-injective right modules are
weakly A'-injective. Also, all direct sums of (weakly-) injective right modules over a ring ft
are weakly-injective if and only if every cyclic right ft-module has finite Goldie dimension
[1]. Rings for which every cyclic right module has finite Goldie dimension are referred to
as right q.f.d. rings. Every tight right module over a right q.f.d. ring is weakly-injective
[16]. For more on q.f.d. rings, see [7], [15] and [17].

The following series of results from various sources is presented here in order to
make it easier to refer to them later in the paper. We start with a statement that makes
precise the connection between tightness and weak-injectivity.

LEMMA 2.1. Given right modules M and N, M is weakly N-injective if and only if for
every submodule Q of N and for every monomorphism o:N/Q^>E(M):

(1) there exists a monomorphism o' :N/Q^>M, and
(2) for every complement K of o'(N/Q) in M there exists K' c E(M) such that

K' n o(N/Q) = 0 and K' s K.
In particular, a uniform module is weakly-injective if and only if it is tight.

Proof. This is Lemma 3.1 and Corollary 1.4 from [12].

The next lemma describes some instances in which weak-injectivity may be replaced
by weak injectivity relative to ft2.

LEMMA 2.2. Let M be a right R-module. Then
(1) if M is cyclic then M is weakly-injective if and only if it is weakly R2-injective, and
(2) if M has finite Goldie dimension then every submodule of M is weakly-injective if

and only if every submodule of M is weakly R2-injective.

Proof. Part (1) is Lemma 1.12 in [12]. In order to prove (2), assume M is a finite
Goldie dimensional right module and that every submodule of M is weakly ft2-injective.
Let N be a submodule of M. Since N is itself finite dimensional there exists a finite direct

n

sum of uniform cyclic submodules 0 £/, which is an essential submodule of N. Each £/,
n

is cyclic and weakly ft -injective, and hence weakly-injective by (1). So, the sum 0 (/, is

also weakly-injective. It follows then that N, being an essential extension of a
weakly-injective module, is weakly-injective.

We continue with some illustrative examples which will be useful in the sequel.
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EXAMPLES 2.3. (1) Let R be the ring of endomorphisms of an infinite dimensional
vector space V over a field F. Then M = Soc(RR) © R is a tight module which is not
weakly-injective.

(2) Let R be a domain. Then R is weakly /?-injective if and only if R is right Ore. On
the other hand, R is weakly /?2-injective if and only if it is two sided Ore.

(3) Let S be a full matrix ring over a domain R. Then 5 is a right weakly-injective
ring if and only if S is right weakly S-injective, if and only if R is a right weakly-injective
ring.

Proof. As is well known, R is self injective and Soc(RR) c ' RR. Also, there exists a
simple right /^-module 5 and an infinite cardinal X such that Soc(RR) = 5<N). So,
E(Soc(RR)) = R and

E(M) = E(Soc(RR)) <5>R = E(Soc(RR) © Soc(RR)) = E(Soc(RR)) = R.

Obviously, since E(M) is isomorphic to a submodule of M, M is tight. On the other hand,
M is not even weakly /?-injective, as follows: let o:M—>E(M) be the embedding of M
into its injective hull. By the injectivity of E(M), and since M is an essential submodule of
R, o may be extended to a monomorphism o:R—>E(M). Consider the element
x = CT(1) e E(M). If there were an X c E(M) such that o(R)cX = M, one would have
that X = A © B, where A = Soc(RR) and B = R. This would imply (since a(R) c ' E(M))
that A <= o(R) c X. However, since A is a direct summand of A', this would yield that A is
a direct summand of the cyclic module o(R). This is a contradiction in view of the fact
that A is an infinite direct sum. So, no such X may exist and therefore, M is not
weakly-injective. This concludes the proof of (1). (For more on this, see Section 3 of
[16].)

(2) and (3) are Example 1.15(i) of [12] and Theorem 3.4 of [2], respectively.

Following [13], a module is said to be compressible if it is embeddable in every one
of its essential submodules.

LEMMA 2.4. A semiprime right Goldie ring R is left Goldie if and only if every finitely
generated nonsingular right R-module is compressible.

Proof. See Theorem 2.2.15 in [13].

LEMMA 2.5. A right finite dimensional right hereditary ring is right noetherian.

Proof. See [9, Lemma 2.24].

LEMMA 2.6. If the ring R is two-sided noetherian and left hereditary then R is also right
hereditary.

Proof. See [8, Corollary 8.18].

3. Semiprime Goldie rings. In this section we will provide characterizations of
semiprime Goldie rings in terms of their right ideals and their right modules. We show
that a ring R is semiprime Goldie if and only if every right (left) ideal is weakly-injective.
In turn, this is equivalent to the requirements for R to be right nonsingular and for every
nonsingular right /^-module to be weakly-injective.

LEMMA 3.1. An arbitrary ring R is right nonsingular if either the right singular ideal
Zr(R) of R or every essential right ideal of R is R-tight.
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Proof. Suppose Zr(R) is R -tight. Write E{ZX{R)) ®K = E(R) and consider leRcz
E(R) as a sum 1 = a + b, where a e E(Zr(R)) and b e K. By the ^-tightness of Zt(R),
E(Zr(R)) is singular, indeed E(ZT(R)) = Z(E(R)). So, there exists an essential right
ideal /<='/? such that a/ = 0. But then bl = I and hence IcK is nonsingular. Since
0 = Z(/) = / D Zr(/?) and / is essential in R, we conclude that ZT(R) = 0, as claimed.

Assume now that every essential right ideal of R is /?-tight. There exists a right ideal
K of R such that Zr{R) © K is essential in R and thus /?-tight. Consider 1 e £(/?) =
E{Zr{R)®K). By the ^-tightness of Zr(R)®K there exists an embedding <p:/?->
Zr(fl)©/f. Write <p(l) = a + b, aeZT(R), b e K. Since Zr(/?) is singular there exists
1 a' RR such that al = 0, but then <p(/) = 6/ and hence (p(I) c /C. So <p(/) and thus / is
nonsingular. We can then conclude, as in the previous proof, that Zr(R) = 0.

LEMMA 3.2. Let M be a finitely generated right R-module generated by n elements. If
every essential submodule of M is weakly R"-injective then M has finite Goldie dimension.

Proof. Suppose M is not finite dimensional. Then there exists an essential submodule

A = ® y,R <=' M, for some nonzero _y, e M. Since A is weakly /?"-injective, there exists a
; = 1 ^

submodule X of E(A) = E(M), such that M<zX = A. We may then write X = ®y'iR,

where j,'/? = v,/?. Since M is finitely generated, A/c0_y,'/?, for some keZ+. Thus

M dy'jR =0 for all i> k, which contradicts the essentiality of M in E(M).
COROLLARY 3.3. If every essential right ideal of the ring R is weakly R-injective then R

has finite right Goldie dimension.

Proof. Clear.

LEMMA 3.4. If every essential right ideal of the ring R is R-tight then R is semiprime.

Proof. Let / be a nonzero ideal of R, and let / ' be a right complement of /. Then
/ © / ' c ' / ? . A s / © / ' is/?-tight, there exists an embedding (?:/?-»/©/'. Let * = <p(l) =
a + b, a e I, b e / '. For any nonze ro e l emen t y e / , cp{y) = q>{\)y =xy = (a + b)y = ay,
since by e I D / ' = 0. Therefore, ay e I2 and ay =£0. So R is semiprime as claimed.

PROPOSITION 3.5. If every {essential) right ideal of the ring R is weakly-injective then R
is semiprime Goldie.

Proof. From Lemma 3.1, Corollary 3.3 and Lemma 3.4, we obtain that R is
semiprime right Goldie. It follows therefore that the injective hull of R as a right module
is its complete ring of right quotients Q. Let q e Q. Since R is right weakly-injective there
exists q'eQ such that the right annihilator of q' is 0 and 1, qeq'R. It follows that
q' = /•"' for some r e R and there exists s e R such that q = r~fs. Therefore, Q is also a
left ring of quotients for R and hence R is left Goldie.

EXAMPLE 3.6. Note that in Proposition 3.5, we only use weak /?-injectivity for all
proper (essential) right ideals of R. However, the requirement for R to be weakly-
injective is needed: let R be any principal right ideal domain which is not left Ore. Then
every right ideal of R (being isomorphic to R) is weakly /?-injective (Example 2.3(1)).
However, R is a semiprime right Goldie ring which is not left Goldie.
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The following proposition was proved in [12] for indecomposable injective modules.

PROPOSITION 3.7. Let E be an injective right R-module. Then, the following conditions
are equivalent:

(1) every submodule of E is tight;
(2) every finitely generated submodule of E is compressible.

Proof. Let us assume that every submodule of £ is tight. Let N be a finitely
generated submodule of £ and let A <=' N. Since A is tight and E(A) = E(N), N embeds
in A. Conversely, let M be any submodule of £ , and let A be any finitely generated
submodule of E(M)cE. Then 0¥=AC\Mc'A holds, and since A is compressible, we
obtain a monomorphism from A into AD M cM. Thus every finitely generated
submodule of E(M) embeds in M, as claimed.

PROPOSITION 3.8. Every nonsingular module over a semiprime Goldie ring is weakly
injective.

Proof. Proposition 3.7 and Lemma 2.4 yield that every nonsingular module over a
semiprime Goldie ring is tight. In particular, every uniform nonsingular module is
weakly-injective. It follows then that every finite dimensional nonsingular module is
weakly-injective. Let M be an arbitrary nonsingular right /?-module. Since R is semiprime
Goldie there exists A/' = 0 Uh a direct sum of (possibly infinitely many) nonzero uniform

iel

submodules of A/, which is essential in M. Let N be a finitely generated submodule of
E(M) = E(M'). Since M' is tight, there exists an embedding cp:N-^-M'. Now, <p(N) is
finitely generated. Thus there exists a finite subset J c / such that q>(N) c 0 U,-. It follows

ieJ

that, for some K, E((p(N)) © K = 0£((7,) . By the Krull-Schmidt theorem, we then get
ieJ

that £ ( # ) ) = 0 E{Ui) for some /,<=./. So, there exists a new embedding q>x:N—>
iel,

E(M) such that <p,(/V) c ' 0 £(£/,•). Now, 0 Uh being finite dimensional, is weakly-
iel, , > /6 / ,

injective. Thus , there exists X , <= E[ 0 U, 1 such that X, = 0 Vt and U, = V, for all iel,,
\iel, I iel,

and <p,(AO<z'0 K- Note that <p,(iV)c© V, ® 0 t/, = 0 t / , . Summarizing, we have

that, for some Kx c E(M),

= £ 0£,® 0 £, ,
\/e/| 16/-/, /

where £, equals £(K) (if i e 7|) or £(L/,) (if i e I — /,). On the other hand, there exists a

collection {TAXeA of indecomposable injectives such that Kx = E{KX) = £ 1 0 Tk\. Since
\AeA /

E(N) = £((p,(N)), we may write E(N) = 0 V̂ -, with W; = £, for all i e /,, thus
/

E(M) = E(N) © Kx = E(® Wi @ 0 7l).
\iel, AeA /
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It follows then, by Corollary 4.2 in [19], that

© W, ; 0 0 71 = 0 E,® 0 £,,
i'e/, AeA i'6/| i'e/ — /i

Then, using the Azumaya-Krull-Schmidt theorem we get a bijection a A — /,—»A such
that, for every i e / — /,, £, = VCT(l). Without loss of generality let us assume that A = / — lx

and that a is the identity map. Let I*,-:£,•-» 7j- be an isomorphism then W,(t/,) <=' Th

Consider the obvious isomorphism <I> between (px(N)® 0 d/; and N® 0 %(£/,) as
16/-/, 16/-/,

a map
<t>:<p,(N)© 0 U,-*E{M).

iel-l,

Since the domain of <I> embeds as an essential submodule of M, the injectivity of E(M)
yields the existence of a monomorphism <!>: M —* E(M) extending <5 for which N c <J>(M).
Thus M is weakly-injective, as claimed.

We are now ready to prove the main theorem of this section.

THEOREM 3.9. The following conditions are equivalent over an arbitrary ring R:
(1) R is semiprime Goldie;
(2) R is right nonsingular and every nonsingular right R-module is weakly-injective;
(3) every right ideal of R is weakly-injective;
(4) every essential right ideal of R is weakly-injective; and
(5) every essential right ideal of R is weakly R-injective and RR is weakly-injective.

Proof. Semiprime Goldie rings are (right and left) nonsingular. Therefore Proposi-
tion 3.8 yields that (1) implies (2). Clearly, (2) implies (3), (3) implies (4) and (4) implies
(5). The implication (5)=£>(1) is Proposition 3.5 (see also Example 3.6).

Since condition (1) in Theorem 3.9 is left-right symmetric, the remaining conditions
(2)-(5) may be replaced by their left-handed versions.

EXAMPLE 3.10. In view of condition (5) in Theorem 3.9 and of the proof of
Proposition 3.5, one may be tempted to conjecture that a ring R is semiprime right Goldie
if and only if every right ideal of R is weakly ft-injective. While the latter condition is
indeed sufficient in order for R to be semiprime and right Goldie, the converse is not true:
let 5 be a full matrix ring over a principal right ideal domain R which is not left Ore, then
5 is prime and right noetherian but 5 is not weakly 5-injective (Example 2.3(3)).

One can actually characterize semiprime Goldie rings in a manner analogous to
Theorem 3.9 but in terms of weak /?2-injectivity.

PROPOSITION 3.11. The following conditions for a ring R are equivalent:
(1) R is semiprime Goldie;
(2) R is right nonsingular and every nonsingular right R-module is weakly R2-injec-

tive and
(3) every (essential) right ideal of R is weakly R2-injective.

Proof. Theorem 3.9 shows that (1) implies (2). The implication (2) implies (3) is
obvious. The implication (3)4>(1) follows from condition (5) in Theorem 3.9.

It is tempting to provide similar characterizations for semiprime Goldie rings in terms
of tightness. This is the subject of our next proposition.
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PROPOSITION 3.12. For a ring R with finite right Goldie dimension the following
statements are equivalent:

(1) R is semiprime Goldie;
(2) R is right nonsingular and every nonsingular right module is tight;
(3) R is right nonsingular and every finitely generated nonsingular right R-module is

compressible; and
(4) every right ideal of R is tight.

Proof. (1) implies (2) in light of Theorem 3.9 and since weakly injective modules are
tight. Proposition 3.7 yields that (2) and (3) are equivalent. Clearly, (2) implies (4). Since
we are assuming that R has finite right Goldie dimension, every right ideal of R contains
as an essential submodule a finite direct sum of uniform right ideals. Assuming (4), each
one of these uniform right ideals is tight, hence weakly-injective (Lemma 2.1). It follows
then that every right ideal is weakly-injective and therefore R is semiprime Goldie, by
Theorem 3.9.

The equivalence of conditions (1) and (3) above generalizes Lemma 2.4 since we
obtained it with a weaker hypothesis.

4. Weakly-semisimple rings. In this section we apply our results to provide several
new characterizations of right weakly-semisimple rings and to explore the symmetry
problem for weakly-semisimple rings.

Among other characterizations, Theorem 2.5 in [12] shows that a ring R is right
weakly-semisimple if and only if it is right noetherian and every cyclic right /^-module is
weakly-injective (condition (iii)). It is open whether or not one may remove the
noetherian condition from the above criterion, the next theorem is one step in that
direction.

THEOREM 4.1. 4̂ ring R is right weakly-semisimple if and only if every essential
submodule of every cyclic right R-module is weakly R2-injective.

Proof. Necessity is obvious. Conversely, let every essential submodule of every
cyclic right /?-module be weakly /?2-injective. It follows that every simple right module is
injective, i.e. R is a right V-ring. Next, in view of Lemma 3.2, for any right ideal / of R,
the quotient module R/I is finite dimensional. So, R is a right q.f.d. ring as well as a right
V-ring. It follows that every completely reducible right module is weakly /?2-injective and
hence injective. This implies that R is right noetherian. We can now apply Theorem 2.5
(condition (iii)) in [12] to get that R is right weakly-semisimple.

Theorem 2.5 in [12] also characterizes right weakly-semisimple rings as being those
right noetherian rings for which every finitely generated uniform right /^-module is
compressible (condition (v)). Our next theorem relates strongly to that result. We remove
the explicit condition of right noetherianness and, in exchange, require all finitely
generated right modules to be compressible.

THEOREM 4.2. A ring R is right weakly-semisimple if and only if every finitely
generated right R-module is compressible.

Proof. If every finitely generated right /?-module is compressible then it follows from
Proposition 3.7 that every right /?-module is tight.
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REMARK 4.3. A ring R is weakly-semisimple if and only if every singular right
R-module and every nonsingular right R-module are weakly-injective (tight).

Proof. Necessity is obvious. Conversely, let M be any right R module. Let Z(M) be
the singular submodule of M, and let K be a right complement of Z(M) in M. Then
Z(M)®Kc'M and Z{M)®K is weakly-injective (tight). Therefore, M is weakly-
injective (tight), hence R is right weakly-semisimple.

Before our next characterization we need the following lemma.

LEMMA 4.4. The following conditions on a ring R are equivalent:
(1) R is right nonsingular and every finitely generated singular right R-module is

compressible;
(2) every singular right R-module is tight.

Proof. Over a right nonsingular ring, right singular modules are closed under
essential extensions. The proof of the implication (1)=^(2) follows then directly from
Proposition 3.7. Conversely, if every singular right /^-module is tight then, in particular,
completely reducible right modules are tight hence injective. Using Corollary 2.14 from
[17], we get that R is right nonsingular. The rest of the proof follows, once again, from
Proposition 3.7.

THEOREM 4.5. The following are equivalent for an arbitrary ring R:
(1) R is right weakly-semisimple;
(2) R is right Ql and left Goldie and each finitely generated singular right module is

compressible;
(3) R is right Ql and left Goldie and each singular right module is tight; and
(4) R is semiprime Goldie and each singular right module is tight.

Proof. ( l)O(2). Since every weakly-injective quasi-injective right module is injec-
tive (Lemma 1.9 in [12]), R is a right Ql ring. That R is left Goldie and every finitely
generated singular right module is compressible follows from Theorem 3.9 and Lemma
4.4.

The implication (2)=^>(3) is clear from Lemma 4.4.
Also, (3)=£>(4) is obvious since every right Ql ring is a right noetherian right V-ring.
Finally, the implication (4)=>(1) follows from Proposition 3.8 and Remark 4.3.

Let us turn next to the symmetry problem.

THEOREM 4.6. A right weakly-semisimple ring R is left weakly-semisimple if and only
if every finitely generated singular left R-module is compressible.

Proof. A right weakly-semisimple ring R is nonsingular. If R is also left weakly-
semisimple then, in particular, all singular left R-modules are tight. In light of Lemma
4.4, this is equivalent to the requirement for every finitely generated singular left
/?-module to be compressible. Conversely, since R is right weakly-semisimple, R is
semiprime Goldie. Now, the assumption that every finitely generated singular left module
is compressible is equivalent to the requirement for every singular left R -module to be
tight (Lemma 4.4). So, in light of Theorem 4.5 (condition (4)), we conclude that R is left
weakly-semisimple.
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The property of being QI is known to be symmetric [6] and equivalent to
weak-semisimplicity [12] if the ring R is assumed to be hereditary and noetherian (on both
sides). The following result generalizes Theorem 3.1 in [12] by obtaining symmetry for
weak-semisimplicity out of one-sided heredity.

THEOREM 4.7. A right weakly-semisimple and left hereditary ring is left weakly-
semisimple.

Proof. If R is right weakly-semisimple, R is left finite dimensional and right
noetherian. Then, by Lemma 2.5, R is also left noetherian. Lemma 2.6 now yields that R
is also right hereditary. Since R is hereditary and noetherian on both sides, our result
follows from Theorem 3.1 in [12].
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